Regulation

Buying a Crow

1 The Award
. The Crow represents the city of Lisbon by being present in its Coat of Arms.
. The Crow appeared in the Urban Legend of São Vicente, as they helped a ship to
reach the city of Lisbon with the body of São Vicente, for long taken by the Moors.
. The Trophy is made of Portuguese Ceramics, produced by ByFly - internationally
recognised by its quality.
. The inside of the trophy is made of portuguese cork - a resource internationally
admired by most and used to preserve prestigious products (like Portuguese Wine).
. For us, it is a symbol of honour - winning a crow means you have the courage and
bravery to pursue your goals, developing work that should be recognised by
everyone around the world.

2 Buying the Trophy
You won a Crow? First of all, congratulations!
Second of all, you need to send the following information to david.gomes@lisbonawardsgroup.com:
. Your name (First and Last)
. Your email
. Agency
. Project Awarded
. Full Address where the Crow should land
The delivery costs are covered by the winners, which will be invoiced after sending
all the details.
In case you want to have replicas of the Crow, apart from the delivery costs, you will
be invoiced the price of each trophy (90€).

3 Process of Delivery
3.1. You won a Crow and you were not in Lisbon to receive it?
. Congratulations, once again!
. Second of all, between your email and the crow flying to the address provided by
you, it should take 1 or 2 months. Although, do not hesitate to ask David how long
should it take for the Crow to arrive to your address.
. The Crow is flying with the help of DHL, so a code will be generated so you can
locate your Crow and check the predicted date of arrival.
3.2. You won a Crow and you want a replica to give to your client (or your mother).
. First of all, that is a nice touch!
. Second of all, between your email and the crow flying to the address provided
by you, it should take between 3 and 5 months (since it is a handmade trophy,
made with 100% portuguese ceramics, it takes some time to product.
Nevertheless, it is completely worth it!). Although, do not hesitate to ask David
how long should it take for the Crow to arrive to your address.
. The Crow is flying with the help of DHL, so a code will be generated so you can
locate your Crow and check the predicted date of arrival.

4 Delivery Cost Estimations
The following list has estimations of delivery costs provided by DHL. The true value
might fluctuate depending on your address, time of the year, amount of awards,
among other factors.
. New York, USA - 117,78€
. São Paulo, Brazil - 213,96€
. Madrid, Spain - 95,8€
. London, United Kingdom - 111,66€
. Paris, France - 111,66€
. Buenos Aires, Argentina - 197,59€
. Shanghai, China - 194,40€
. Hong Kong - 194,40€
. Tokyo, Japan - 194,40€
. Ottawa, Canada - 141,53€
. Sydney, Australia - 197,59€
. Milan, Italy - 137,60€
. Amsterdam, The Netherlands - 137,60€
This list is just an example of cities and costs of sending the crows.
We can send our crows to fly anywhere.

